Comments:
There are 3 comments for this course:
Please comment briefly on specific aspects of this
instructor's teaching which in your opinion particularly
deserve praise and criticism such as assignments, grading,
testing, methods of instruction, enthusiasm, etc.:
Dr. Iliev is by far, the best math teacher I have ever had. He
articulates the material in a very clear, effective way and has a
keen interest in ensuring that his students understand said
material. Dr. Iliev's lectures are interactive, without being
intimidated. As a person who does not consider math my
strongest subject, I felt comfortable in his class and like I was
always learning. The manner in which Dr. Iliev conducts his
class and sets up his notes is extremely conducive to learning
and helped me, personally, a great deal. Dr. Iliev has also been
available for help outside of class, and is very approachable. I
also like that Dr. Iliev requires students to come oneonone and
pick up tests, and holds a small meeting with each student
concerning their progress and grade. To me, this shows that Dr.
Iliev cares that his students are learning, and forces more
reserved students, like myself, to take a more active role in their
education. I really appreciate the way Dr. Iliev conducted this
course. I always knew what was expected of me, what was
coming up in the course and how I would be evaluated. I would
recommend Dr. Iliev to any student, and I think that if I had more
math teachers like him I would feel a lot better about math as a
subject.
I felt that too much of our individual grade was derived from the
test and final of the course. The professor gives assignments
and in class quizzes, which are helpful in gauging ones
competency of the material. I do think it would however behoove
the professor to add longer, and in depth quizzes to the course. I
did often times feel under prepared after taking an exam. I
studied old quizzes, hw assignments and was still left
dumbfounded at some of the questions on our exams.
My professor was very knowledgeable about the subject and
was always prepared for class.
Number of students in this course: 18
Number of evaluations for this course: 5

